William M Harnett

: Trompe L'Oeil Master(1848-1892)

With European precedents in
mind, William Harnett
transformed still-life painting in
America when he tipped the
picture plane on end, hanging
objects on a rough-hewn door
rather than placing them on
the customary table top.
Harnett's pictorial
innovations—the vertical
orientation, his choice of
tactile objects, and his
painstaking trompe l'oeil
techniques—made him the
most famous still-life painter in
the last quarter of the
nineteenth century.

Born in Ireland in 1848, William Harnett was brought as an infant to Philadelphia,
where he grew up in a working class family. As a teenager, he worked as an errand
boy and later (like fellow trompe l'oeil artist John Haberle) trained as a silver
engraver. In 1866 Harnett began evening classes at the Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts, learning to draw from plaster casts of antique sculpture.
In 1869 Harnett moved to New York, where he worked in an engraving shop and
attended Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art, and later the
National Academy of Design. There a fellow student described him as "tall, lean,
solemn, Celtic, and wise." Harnett made the subtly shaded relief drawing, A Sprig of
Plums, while at the Academy. He also began to exhibit and sell paintings.
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Harnett returned to
Philadelphia in 1876 to paint
and exhibit, resuming his
studies at the Pennsylvania
Academy where he befriended
John F. Peto. He would
influence Peto, John Haberle,
and others with his precise
brushwork and his darktoned subjects arranged on
shallow tables or shelves.
To enhance the illusion,
Harnett would often project
one object forward into the
viewer's space; usually it was
a newspaper, sheet music, or,
as in the Banker's Table, an
envelope. This compositional
"trick" would also play an
important role in his vertical
still lifes: the shallow space
forced objects out of the
picture plane, making them
real to the viewer, not onceremoved painted
representations.

In the 1880s Harnett spent six years in
Europe, studying old master still-life
painting. In Munich, he was exposed to
the photographs by Adolphe Braun.
Braun's flat, textured pictures of dead
game, hunting implements, and horns
suspended against a textured wall would
have a profound effect on Harnett's work.

An industrious worker, Harnett produced some 250 canvases in his seventeen-year
career. While not accepted by critics into art's highest echelon (many of whom
considered his work machinelike, lacking artistic inspiration), his paintings were
immensely popular with the public, who usually encountered them not in museums
or galleries, but in saloons, department stores, and hotel lobbies. By the time William
Harnett died at age forty-four in 1892, he was a commercial success.
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While most famous for his
vertical still lifes of wild game,
musical instruments, and
paper ephemera, William
Harnett is credited with
introducing another, more
controversial, subject to still
life: money. Other artists had
included currency in their
paintings, but Harnett was the
first to focus solely on paper
bills and coins, making them
look so real that in 1886 he
was arrested for
counterfeiting. Harnett
stopped making trompe l'oeil
images of money.

Some people accused him of
pasting a real dollar bill on to
his painting and then aging it to
make it look hand painted.

The public was fascinated by The Old
Violin, the somber trompe l'oeil still life
created by William Harnett in 1886.
People would reach out to touch the
violin or try to grasp the envelope to
determine if the objects were real or
painted. Thanks to a widely distributed
chromolithograph, The Old Violin would
become an icon of American art,
inspiring a group of illusionist painters—
including John F. Peto—to make their
own versions.
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